Reading with Murray for primary aged children

Hack Back CIC is a social enterprise which works with children, adults and older people improving mental health and
wellbeing. All sessions are run by a qualified psychologist who holds enhanced DBS clearance. Hack Back CIC is fully
insured and all sessions are risk assessed.
Reading with Murray sessions aim to build self-esteem and confidence whilst encouraging children to read for
pleasure. Research suggests that an average of 20% of children do not own a book of their own, this is higher in
deprived areas. Children who read for pleasure do much better throughout their time at school. Where projects are
funded, up to 30 children receive their own copy of the book used. If the school wishes to include more than 30
children, the school pays for additional books. Schools can commission the sessions directly with Hack Back CIC.
We often deliver sessions in partnership with teachers and include activities such as worksheets and pictures to
colour.
Sessions focus on different topics including:- building self-esteem and confidence; anti-bullying; reading for pleasure;
where it’s safe to touch & keeping secrets (safeguarding)
Murray the Smallest Owl book
Sessions using Murray the Smallest Owl are aimed at addressing the topic of bullying; helping children to recognise
individual talents; building self-esteem and confidence. In the book Murray is bullied by the other birds at the
falconry and is left feeling very sad until he is helped to recognise his individual talents and realise that being
different is good.
During the session children meet Murray and the other Hack Back owls including the opportunity to hold an owl. We
read Murray the Smallest Owl and then encourage children to recognise their own talents. We can either complete
worksheets whilst we are there or leave worksheets for follow up sessions.

Murray’s Wings (Safeguarding)
Sessions using Murray’s Wings book are aimed at discussing the topic of where it is safe to touch. Working with birds
of prey we never stroke their wings or tail. In the book someone known to Murray and his handler strokes Murray on
his wings and tail, and tells him not to tell anyone. Murray is encouraged to tell an appropriate adult (his handler).
Worksheets help children to highlight who to tell if they are worried or afraid. We discuss the topic of secrets that
are appropriate to keep and when to tell. It is important that we deliver this session in partnership with the school.
Pre and post meetings are important to ensure that the session works effectively. It is important that the session
starts with interaction with the Hack Back owls.

Dusk Until Dawn (Reading for Pleasure)
We read Dusk Until Dawn by Martin Bradley. The book is about barn owls, is written in rhyme and is beautifully
illustrated by Martin. The book includes a game to “spot voley” a field vole hidden on each page. Martin has also
included details of how to draw a barn owl. The session includes interaction with the Hack Back owls especially
Mango the barn owl.

Contact details
Hack Back CIC
Email – anita@hack-back.org.uk
Mobile – 07813 683466

